CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, is the world’s largest high-energy physics (HEP) laboratory. Since its founding in 1954, the Laboratory has made significant contributions to our understanding of the world and the universe. The mission of the Organization is to: provide a unique range of particle accelerator facilities that enable research at the forefront of human knowledge, perform world-class research in fundamental physics, and unite people from all over the world to push the frontiers of science and technology, for the benefit of all. Supported through a global partnership of 23 member states, CERN is home to the world’s largest scientific instrument, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and hosts over 12,000 scientists and engineers from across the world.

The frontier research conducted at CERN has long embodied the values that have more recently come to be defined at the Open Science movement, which describes “research and development that is collaborative, transparent and reproducible and whose outputs are publicly available” ([European Commission](https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/open-science-2018)). Indeed these values were enshrined in 1953 in CERN’s founding Convention, which states that “…the results of its experimental and theoretical work shall be published or otherwise made generally available,” ([CERN Council](https://conventions.cern.ch/documents/convention1953.pdf)) providing the Organization with an early Open Science manifesto.

The embrace of the values of Open Science at CERN is not considered an obligation, but rather an expression of the collective moral and financial responsibility to member states and the global scientific community to advance the boundaries of human knowledge. The community at CERN helped build the Open Internet, were early adopters of Open Source, helped usher in the preprint culture, and helped to pioneer initiatives to allow Open Access to scientific publications. Yet, the complexity of the Laboratory makes the comprehensive pursuit of Open Science an ongoing and ever-evolving effort. Supported by long-term human and financial investments by the international community, CERN hosts dynamic research teams consisting of thousands of researchers from around the world, who collectively publish almost 1,000 research articles per year. These scientists are engaged in multiple experimental collaborations that operate largely independently of each other and have different tools and practices. The high-energy physics research conducted at CERN is one of the most data-intensive branches of science: particle collisions at CERN produce about 90 petabytes of collision data per year. The complexity, scale and value of these data presents unique and unprecedented challenges for the research community at CERN. The responsible stewardship, analysis and preservation of these data requires a supporting organizational research culture, but also a range of tools and services to optimize how data are used, verified, and built upon to advance knowledge.

On June 19th, 2020, CERN’s highest governing authority, the CERN Council announced its updated strategy for particle physics in the global landscape. This document, the European Strategy for Particle Physics represents the most important strategic document for CERN, outlining the future strategy for the Organization. Open Science was given a strong endorsement from the CERN Council, with the strategy stating that: “European science policy is quickly moving towards Open Science, which promotes and accelerates the sharing of scientific knowledge with the community at large. Particle physics has been a pioneer in several aspects of Open Science. The particle physics community should work with the relevant authorities to help shape the emerging consensus on Open Science to be adopted for publicly funded research, and should then implement a policy of Open Science for the field” ([European Strategy Group](https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/open-science-2020)).

This paper aims to describe the ecosystem of initiatives, projects and technologies that have been developed at CERN to maximize the impact of our research through building an Open Science infrastructure that is effective, collaborative, and responsive to the needs of the scientific community. We aim to demonstrate that despite the complexity of the research undertaken at CERN, Open Science can be advanced through concerted efforts and as such, the CERN example could serve as an inspiration for the global scientific community.
Figure 1: Open Movements. Open Science encompasses all aspects of how scientific research is governed, performed, shared, published and evaluated (Dallmeier-Tiessen & Šimko (2019)).

DEFINITION OF OPEN SCIENCE: THE KEY PILLARS

Open Science. Open Science is an umbrella concept that combines multiple schools of thought based on the aim to solve defects of the traditional research ecosystem. The Open Science movement may aim to make knowledge freely available for everyone, it may be about opening the process of knowledge creation, or about the creation of openly available platforms, tools and services for scientists. But it also refers to public aspects such as making research accessible for citizens or meta-aspects such as the development of alternative metrics for measuring scientific impact (Fecher & Friesike (2014)).

Open Science is not just about opening science in a way that makes knowledge accessible without cost for everyone. It also refers to opening legal barriers that prevent the free usage of research resources. The following terms describe the most common key pillars of Open Science. However, the selection is not complete and the understanding of each term may vary between different stakeholders and disciplines.

Open Access. The European Commission defines Open Access as “as the practice of providing online access to scientific information that is free of charge to the user and that is re-usable” (European Commission (2020)). Thus Open Access refers to principles and practices that foster the openness of research publications in a way that enables others to access and interact freely with them.

The Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities (Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (2003)), signed by CERN in 2004, defines two main requirements for Open Access contributions. All users must be granted “free, irrevocable, worldwide, right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly and to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for any responsible purpose, subject to proper attribution of authorship.” Additionally, the publication and all supplemental materials, should be deposited “in at least one online repository using suitable technical standards [...] that is supported and maintained by an academic institution, scholarly society, government agency, or other well-established organization that seeks to enable Open Access, unrestricted distribution, interoperability, and long-term archiving.” Ideally, Open Access publishing includes the original scientific research results, raw data and metadata, source materials, digital representations of pictorial and graphical materials and scholarly multimedia material.

Open Data. The Open Data movement is based on the thought that research data should be made freely available to everyone in a timely manner. Data does not only refer to datasets that are produced within the process of research: administrative or governmental data should be openly available for research. Ideally, Open Data includes the right that others may use, transform or share the data as they wish. Thus, the Open Data Handbook defines Open Data as the following: “Open data is data that can be freely used, reused and redistributed by anyone - subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and sharealike” (Open Knowledge Foundation (2020)). In this context, Open Data does not only require that data are published under open licenses such as CC0 and CC-BY that allow the usage and transformation of the data, it also means that data are available in a convenient and modifiable format. The FAIR data principles (Wilkinson et al. (2016)) provide guidance on how Open Data can be turned into a reality by making data human- and machine-readable. The principles declare that data should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.

Open Data does not enforce all data to be openly available without restrictions. It is rather the philosophy that data should be available as open as possible. Some data require special protection such as clinical or sensitive data, or data that includes the geolocation of endangered species. In these cases, only the metadata may be accessible in a designated research data repository.

Open Tools. The term Open Tools is often used in a similar context as Open Data. Tools refer in this context to (research) software that should be made publicly available under open licenses as a supplement to the research publication. It may also refer to the way software is being developed, which should be as open and transparent as possible from the beginning using community develop-
ment platforms like GitHub for example.

**Open Notebook Science.** This includes the opening of the whole research process and insights in every stage. Entire research projects are made openly available from the beginning, granting others access to virtual research workspaces.

**Open Source.** Open Source or Free Software describes software that is publicly available under an open license that grants others the right to modify, expand, use or share the source code, design, or blueprint, etc. The Free Software Foundation defines free software as software where “the users have the freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software.” (Free Software Foundation 2019) in contrast to proprietary software. The Open Source Initiative expands this definition, by stating that Open Source provides not only free access to the source code, but includes a license that allows free distribution. The source code must be included in the software release. The chosen license must allow modifications, derived works, and sharing under equal conditions. Additionally, the content may not be discriminating and the technology should be neutral (The Open Source Initiative 2007). Commonly used open licenses that are approved by the Open Source Initiative are the MIT license, the GNU General Public License, and the Apache License 2.0 among others. Open software can also be openly developed, e.g. on shared platforms such as GitHub.

**Open Research Assessment.** This describes ways of organized research assessment beyond standard methods such as the double-blind peer review. Open Research Assessment makes all or different parts of the review processes transparent, which is meant to decrease the possibility of arbitrariness. There are three ways in which peer review, a standard for research assessment, could be organized to be Open:

- The identity of reviewers is given and clearly visible, which is meant to increase the quality of the review as it is no longer anonymous.
- Secondly, the way reviews are submitted can be open, which means that review reports are publicly available to everyone as well as including the history of submission.
- Lastly, there is the concept of open participation, which means that not just assigned reviewers can comment but the whole community.

In praxis, journals like PeerJ Preprints allow early communication or feedback before the actual peer review process starts. After the peer review, the article is still open for comments from the community and the whole review process is transparently available.

Now, with the proliferation of studies related to the COVID-19 pandemic, rapid peer review of preprints has become even more essential. This crisis has increased the popularity for platforms such as the Outbreak Science Rapid PeerReview.

**Citizen Science.** The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘Citizen science’ as “scientific work undertaken by members of the general public, often in collaboration with or under the direction of professional scientists and scientific institutions” (Dictionary 2020). Citizen Science means that research is conducted fully or in parts by the broader public, which is meant to either raise the public awareness or increase the knowledge of individuals.

But involving amateur scientists can also benefit the research itself as solutions to unsolved problems may be solved by adding a different perspective or tasks that were too big before may now be manageable. In general, there are different approaches on how to include amateur scientists. Ecology studies often require large datasets, which is why there are many Citizen Science projects in this area. There are expert-assisted citizen science projects, where citizens are asked to send material to experts who analyze it (e.g. taxonomic classifications) and these experts then send the structured data to the actual scientists. An example for this approach is the bee sampling and identification project in Switzerland (Le Fén et al. 2016). Another approach requires that the citizens directly send their observations to the scientist. Zooniverse is a platform for citizen science projects across multiple disciplines. Another approach is sharing computing resources by participating in distributed computing projects.

**OPEN ACCESS AT CERN**

The Open Access (OA) movement aims to grant anyone, anywhere and anytime, free access to the results of scientific research. Although OA was formalized as a global movement in 2003 with a number of declarations advancing the free availability of scientific research, the high-energy physics community at CERN had been practicing OA through its culture of sharing preprints for over six decades. First achieved through mass-mailing for maximum circulation, with the advent of the internet the HEP community spearheaded the culture of online research repositories with the establishment of arXiv at Los Alamos Laboratory in 1991. Broader distribution of knowledge was achieved through the World Wide Web, created 1989 by Tim Berners Lee while working at CERN, and its underlying source code being placed in the public domain by CERN in 1993.

CERN Open Access Policy

CERN issued its Open Access policy in October 2014, requiring OA publishing of all original high-energy physics results, whether experimental or theoretical. In 2017, the policy was expanded further to all publications in related fields such as instrumentation, scientific computing and accelerator physics (CERN (2017)). As a result of this policy, the overwhelming majority of CERN research is published OA. In 2019, CERN authors published a total of 941 scientific articles (and in addition 663 conference proceedings). 80% of scholarly articles from CERN were published immediately Open Access, with an additional 9% of the articles deposited as a preprint in arXiv. A total of 89% of CERN research articles during 2019 were freely accessible and reusable by researchers worldwide (CERN Scientific Information Service (2020)).

Open Access to CERN’s research output is achieved through a number of agreements with individual publishers and CERN’s Scientific Information Service (including new ‘transformational agreements’), with the majority supported through CERN’s participation in the SCOAP³ project. As a consequence of the diversity of CERN research, a number of scientific articles are also published outside such agreements. CERN still aims to also publish these articles OA on a by-article basis. To facilitate the administration of a wide variety of OA arrangements, CERN is a pilot partner of the OA Switchboard initiative which aims to simplify the exchange of metadata to facilitate OA funding requests at the article level.

The Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access Publishing in Particle Physics (SCOAP³)

The Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access Publishing in Particle Physics (SCOAP³) is an Open Access collaboration hosted at CERN, involving over 3,000 libraries, national funding agencies and research institutions from 43 countries and three intergovernmental organizations. It functions on the basis of a ‘redirection of funds’ business model, as a collaboration between libraries, national funding agencies and publishers of HEP journals. By centrally covering the costs involved in providing Open Access, SCOAP³ pays the publishers directly, thus removing subscription fees for individual journals and any expenses scientists might normally incur to publish their articles openly (i.e. Author Processing Charges or APCs). This way, authors from anywhere in the world publish without any financial burden and retain the copyright of their work. Libraries pay their membership fees to the consortium, reusing funds previously spent on subscription fees for the journals which are now Open Access and financial contributions to the collective fund are calculated based on a function of their GDP as well as their respective national published output in supported journals. Since its launch in 2014, SCOAP³ has made more than 35,000 scientific articles published by authors from over 100 countries freely accessible to everyone. Through the partnership between libraries and the world’s leading outlets in high-energy physics, today, nearly 90% of scientific articles in this field are available to everyone without restriction and authors from anywhere in the world can publish their papers without any financial barriers.

Open Access Services at CERN

CERN maintains a range of services for the more ‘traditional’ outputs, such as papers, proceedings, multimedia, presentations, etc. INSPIRE is the core HEP information system operated and curated by a consortium consisting of DESY, Fermilab, IHEP, IN2P3, SLAC, and CERN. The service focuses on aggregating scholarly works from the global HEP community from various sources ranging from publishers to arXiv. INSPIRE also connects to data providers, such as Zenodo, DataVerse and Figshare, and indexes the community data repository HEPData. To support the fair assessment of research and researchers, INSPIRE also computes transparent citation metrics for scholarly articles including citations from and to preprints. To further foster this important cause, the INSPIRE collaboration is in the process of signing the Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA).

The CERN Document Server (CDS) is CERN’s insti-
tutional repository which gives access to CERN works and related HEP scholarly literature (preprints, articles, etc.), as well as administrative and multimedia content. Through CDS, CERN also publishes various CERN reports, most notably the CERN Yellow Report series, which was started in 1955. It provided a medium for communicating the work done at CERN in open access. The Yellow Report series includes the proceedings of schools and of workshops having a large impact on the future of CERN, as well as reports on detectors and technical papers from individual CERN divisions.

**OPEN DATA AT CERN**

The four particle detectors of CERN’s LHC are home to the experiments ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCB. These detectors, operated by international collaborations of scientists and engineers, generate data at the scale of about 90 petabytes per year, likely making the LHC the world’s most prolific source of experimental data. Members of the LHC experiments perform their research using these data, studying the fundamental particles and forces of nature, and testing various theories and models that have been proposed to explain their behavior. CERN experimental data are unique and the result of vast long-term human and financial investment by the international community, and form an important part of the scientific legacy of the LHC.

CERN upholds the principle that Open Access to data and the adoption of FAIR standards in making data available will, in the long term, optimize investments and allow the maximum realization of their scientific potential. As such, it represents a realization of the collective moral and fiduciary responsibility to member states and the global scientific enterprise more broadly. Opening experimental data from CERN presents unique opportunities but also unprecedented challenges, due to the complexity, value, and scale of these data. Making data available responsibly—at different levels of abstraction and at different points in time—ensures that it can be appropriately used, verified and built upon to advance knowledge. Preserving associated software and analyses supports reproducibility and can underpin further research.

The data generated by the CERN experiments take many forms. Starting from either raw experimental or simulated data through to reconstructed data and the datasets of higher abstraction generated by analysis workflows, and finally all the way to data represented in scientific publications. Each of these layers has the potential to afford different opportunities for long-term reuse and poses different challenges for openness and preservation.

**Open Data Policies**

To ensure that LHC data can be fully exploited for their scientific value by researchers and communities beyond the CERN collaborations, the four LHC experiments have adopted policies for preservation and access. In alignment with global efforts, and to re-emphasize CERN’s leadership in Open Science, CERN is currently pursuing an organizational CERN Open Data policy, which aims to empower the CERN experiments by adopting a consistent approach towards the openness and preservation of experimental data to maximize their long-term value. The policy describes how the LHC experiments believe in making data publicly available—at different levels of complexity—and where practical to enable their reuse by a wide community and a diverse set of use cases including for: collaboration members long after the data are taken, experimental and theoretical HEP scientists who were not members of the collaboration, professional science, educational and outreach initiatives, and citizen scientists in the general public. The LHC experiments will provide open access to their data after a suitable embargo period, allowing experiment collaborators to fully exploit their scientific potential.

**Open Data Services at CERN**

True Open Science demands more than simply making data available: it needs to concern itself with providing information on how to repeat or verify an analysis performed over given datasets, producing results that can be reused by others for comparison, confirmation or simply to ensure deeper understanding and inspiration. This requires runnable examples of how the research was performed, accompanied by software, documentation, runnable scripts, notebooks, workflows and computational environments. It is often too late to try to document research in such detail once it has been published.

Open Data is identified as a key pillar of Open Science, enabling open research practices through scientific reuse, verification and reproducibility of research results, and accelerating science and discovery through re-exploitation of datasets. At CERN we have learned that the act of simply opening up the data itself is not sufficient to achieve the benefits of open and reproducible research. Indeed, openness alone does not guarantee reuse and reproducibility, and as such should not be pursued as a goal in itself. Openness of data needs to take a more holistic perspective. Rather than opening data after research is completed, considerations regarding the openness of data need to be adopted throughout the research life-cycle: from the collection of data, to its analysis, availability and
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2) For a detailed explanation of best practices established at CERN that demonstrate how research reproducibility requires going beyond openness, see: Chen et al. (2019).
preservation. Further, focusing on data is not sufficient: they must be accompanied by software, workflows and explanations, to allow researchers to derive the maximum meaning and scientific value from them. These associated analysis artifacts need to be captured throughout the regular iterative, closed research cycle, but preserved in such a manner that they complement Open Data releases to ensure their optimal use, reuse and reproducibility. Rather than thinking about Open Data from its inception, it is more useful to consider data to be FAIR throughout the scientific process, from being initially closed to being made meaningfully open later to those outside experimental collaborations. This suggests the adoption of a set of scientific practices and technological solutions that can be readily integrated into existing research processes and procedures, making them a seamless part of a researcher’s daily work.

The CERN Analysis Preservation and Reuse framework consists of a set of services and tools developed together with the LHC collaborations, that assist researchers in describing and preserving all components of a physics analysis such as data, software and computing environment. Each of these services, built on free and open source software, aim to provide FAIR compliant data and can be set up for other research communities as they are implemented using flexible data models. Data provenance is a key feature of each of these services, facilitating reproducibility and data sharing.

**CERN Analysis Preservation (CAP)** CAP is an aggregator of high-level physics information about individual physics analyses that facilitates preservation, discoverability and reproducibility. It is interconnected with collaboration databases and workflows to allow seamless integration into the researchers’ workflows. The preservation of physics analyses in CAP ensures long-term accessibility, but does not directly address how they can be reused, which is a core motivation for researchers to preserve their work in the first place.

**Reusable Analysis Service (REANA)** REANA allows researchers to instantiate preserved research data analyses on remote compute clouds using modern container technologies, as well as run to ‘live’ analyses that are still ongoing and have not yet been published or preserved.

**RECAST** RECAST (Request Efficiency Computation for Alternative Signal Theories) is an analysis reinterpretation framework, which enables physicists to test alternative physical theories through simulations of what those theories predict and running the simulated data through analysis workflows previously used for publications. The application provides for restricted queries on the data that are reliable and high-impact.

**The Durham High-Energy Physics Database (HEPData)** HEPData is a repository for publication-related high-energy physics data that is run in collaboration by the Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology at Durham University in England, and CERN’s Scientific Information Service. It comprises data points from plots and tables from relevant publications and mints persistent identifiers for them.

**CERN Open Data (COD)** The CERN Open Data portal allows experiments to share their data—currently over two petabytes of HEP experimental collision and simulated datasets, software, configuration files, virtual machines, etc.—with a double focus: for the scientific community, including researchers outside the CERN experimental teams as well as citizen scientists, and for the purposes of training and education through specially curated resources. Data are published on the platform after embargo periods, which are specified by data policies of each individual LHC collaboration. The service captures extensive metadata to describe the complex materials on the portal to ensure preservation and discoverability, and includes usage instructions, related software and other supplementary materials along with the release of data to enable reuse.

**Zenodo** Zenodo is a multi-disciplinary open research repository hosted by CERN and commissioned by the European Commission (EC) through the OpenAIRE project to support the Open Data and Open Access movements in Europe. The OpenAIRE project in the vanguard of the Open Access and Open Data movements in Europe was commissioned by the EC to support their nascent Open Data policy by providing a catch-all repository for EC funded research. CERN, an OpenAIRE partner and pioneer in Open Source, Open Access and Open Data, provided this capability and Zenodo was launched in May 2013. Zenodo quickly became a successful product world-wide and got additional project funding from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and Arcadia Fund. Zenodo accommodates all kinds of research artifacts that can be grouped into community collections. Zenodo played a key role making software a first class citizen in scholarly publications. Thanks to its integration with GitHub (GitHub (2016)), which allows automatic archival of software releases, Zenodo hosts 80% of the world’s software DOIs (Fenner et al. (2018)). Zenodo provides leading features such as versioning (to support reproducibility) and metrics as usage statistics (following Make Data Count and COUNTER guidelines). Zenodo played an active role during the recent scientific efforts to fight COVID-19, by creating a central Open Access sha-
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ring space for related research artifacts between disciplines (Ioannidis (2020)).

**OPEN TOOLS, OPEN SOURCE & OPEN HARDWARE**

The cornerstone of the Open Source philosophy is that the recipients of technology should have access to all its building blocks, such as software code, schematics for electronics and mechanical designs, in order to study it, modify it and redistribute it to others.

To serve the need of CERN’s open scientific collaborations to share information between the experiments at the host laboratory and the scientists in universities and institutes around the world, the World Wide Web software was created. CERN and sister institutes instantiated web servers, and put information online, including at SLAC in California whose preprint server SPIRES (predecessor of INSPIRE) became the first web server in the USA. To enable everyone to use the WWW software and more importantly contribute to improving it and building a common web, CERN released the software firstly into the public domain and subsequently under a pioneering Open Source software licence. Within a few years the concept spread from physics institutes to all of science, and on to society, bringing businesses online and transforming life as we know it. Ever since releasing the WWW software under an Open Source model in 1994 (Smith & Flückiger (1994)), CERN has continuously been a pioneer in this field, and makes use of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) where possible.

One example is Invenio, a free and openly developed integrated digital repository system that was born at CERN around 20 years ago. The technology offered by the software covers all aspects of digital repository management. It complies with the Next Generation Repository (NGR) standard and supports multiple bibliographic standards for metadata. Its flexibility and performance make it a comprehensive solution for the management of document and data repositories of small to very large size. Invenio is a framework and toolbox for building and managing a digital repository server. Together with 18 partner institutions, CERN currently builds a turn-key Open Source research data management platform called InvenioRDM, which main purpose is to enable reproducibility and reuse of research artifacts (Nielsen (2019)).

Indico is another example of an Open Source software, developed by the CERN Document Server Software Consortium to schedule and organize events, from simple lectures to complex meetings, workshops and conferences with sessions and contributions. The tool also includes an advanced user delegation mechanism, allows paper reviewing, archival of conference information and electronic proceedings (Indico (2020)). Indico is licensed under a GNU General Public License (GPL).

**EOS** is a multi-protocol software solution for central data recording, user analysis and data processing, developed at CERN since 2010 to store physics analysis and data on physics experiments (including the LHC experiments). The main goal of the project is to provide fast and reliable disk only storage technology for CERN LHC use cases. The system became operational in 2011 for the ATLAS experiment and has grown in scale and capacity since then. (Peters et al. (2015)) Since its release, in version 0.1.1, EOS has been available under GPL v3 license.

The **MAlt Project** (Ormancey (2019)) is a multi-year effort which aims to investigate the migration from commercial software products (Microsoft and others) to Open Source solutions, so as to minimize CERN’s exposure to the risks of unsustainable commercial conditions. The Laboratory aims to play a pioneering role among public research institutions, most of whom have recently been faced with the same dilemma.

Geant4 is a toolkit for simulating the passage of particles through matter, implemented in the C++ programming language. It provides a wide range of functionality for particle transport including physics models, geometry and materials description, tracking, and detector modeling. Geant4 development was carried out in 1994-1998 by the CERN RD44 project, which gathered an international research team of physicists and software engineers. The Geant4 Collaboration was established in January 1999 to continue the development and refinement of the toolkit, and to provide maintenance and user support. (Agostinelli et al. (2003))

Since its first version in December 1998, Geant4 has been freely released as open source software. It has been applied in particle physics, nuclear physics, astronomy and astrophysics, accelerator design, space and nuclear engineering, medical physics and radiation protection, and in the cultural heritage domain.

RD44 pioneered the adoption of rigorous software engineering and object-oriented technology in the experimental physics environment. While geographically distributed software development and large-scale object-oriented systems are no longer a novelty, the Geant4 toolkit still represents one of the largest and most ambitious projects of this kind in terms of the size and scope of the code, of the broad variety of multidisciplinary applications, and of the widespread use worldwide. Free availability of the
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code has been a key to its success, along with openness to the evolving requirements of physics research.

ROOT\(^2\) is a framework for data processing that is openly developed at CERN for the special requirements of particle physics analysis and the performance of simulations. Several collaborations have developed their own software based on ROOT.

Open Hardware License\(^3\) Open Science brings transparency, reproducibility and more efficient dissemination of knowledge. An important part of it is the software and hardware used in scientific facilities. The CERN Open Hardware Licence does for hardware what Free and Open Source Software licences do for software: it provides a solid legal foundation so that designers can easily share their work. It ensures that others can study, modify and republish designs, and hardware based on those designs. It fosters collaboration inside and across institutions, including industry, and maximizes the impact of hardware developments on society (CERN (2015)).

As a concrete example, the CERN Against COVID-19 initiative recently developed a washable 3D printed mask with replaceable filters, which was released via the CERN Open Hardware Repository\(^4\) in June 2020. This mask, designed by a team of researchers and engineers at CERN, is designed to offer improved face contact over standard tissue masks, offering wearers a higher level of protection from airborne pathogens if the correct filter is applied. The washable mask is made available as an Open Source solution, allowing anyone around the world to 3D print it using standard 3D printing filaments (Jakobsson (2020)).

CITIZEN SCIENCE AT CERN

CERN and the LHC experiments have been involved in a number of efforts to engage the general public in the scientific efforts undertaken at the Laboratory. Under the umbrella of CERN against COVID-19, CERN contributed computers for the combat against COVID using the Folding@home platform\(^5\). In addition, CERN has its own volunteer-computing platform called LHC@home\(^6\) where users can download software and run HEP simulations in a way that does not interfere with a computer’s normal operation. Citizen Cyberlab\(^7\) is a multidisciplinary platform that focuses on developing methods and studying motivations for new forms of public participation in research. Together with the UN Institute for Training and Research, UNITAR, and the University of Geneva, CERN organizes events from online crowdsourcing to in-person hackathon to develop Open Source research tools and training to increase the public involvement in scientific and social research. The Higgshunters project\(^8\) was a successful effort by ATLAS to motivate citizens to find interesting features in LHC data. In total over 37,000 citizen scientists participated in the project and classified more than a million LHC events.

INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Over the years CERN has actively participated in many EC projects and is currently a partner in multiple Horizon 2020 projects which operate in the area of Open Science, and more specifically focusing on European research infrastructures and e-infrastructures. Some recent examples include OpenAIRE, EOSC-hub\(^9\), THOR\(^10\), FREYA\(^11\), ESCAPE\(^12\). Actively participating in EC projects has allowed CERN and the HEP community at large to have a voice in the Open Science discourse or even influence decision-making. Moreover, it is a way of preventing operating in a vacuum through remaining informed about new developments and initiatives, and by gathering expertise from external partners in different domains.

CERN has been at the forefront of supporting and adopting Open Science-related guidelines (to the degree possible); notable examples include the FORCE11 Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles (Data Citation Synthesis Group (2014)), the FORCE11 Software Citation Principles (Smith et al. (2016)), the FAIR Data Principles (Wilkinson et al. (2016)), the Plan S Principles (European Science Foundation (2020)) (especially the Requirements for Open Access Repositories in the case of the services summarized above), the Code of Practice for Research Data Usage Metrics (COUNTER (2018)) (in Zenodo), and the recommendations of the Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA (2012)) (in INSPIRE).

Examples of projects in this area that include a variety of external partners are the Asclepias project\(^13\) and the Biodiversity Literature Repository (BLR), a joint project of Plazi, Pensoft, and Zenodo that opens data from biodiversity literature. Information like taxonomic treatments, images, and the associated metadata is being extracted from closed access publications, and made publicly available. The data are then immediately distributed to global biodiversity platforms, such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility, which makes original taxonomic information accessible that would otherwise be hidden behind paywalls (Agosti & Pensoft Publishers (2019)).

CERN has also taken a proactive approach to Persistent Identifiers (PIDs); DOI versioning has been supported
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on Zenodo for years now and a lot of progress has been achieved in the past few years in terms of increasing adoption of mature PID types within community services (e.g. ORCID iDs for people, and DOIs for data, publications, software, etc.). CERN has also been piloting new and emerging PIDs, such as ROR IDs for organizations, and IDs for funders and grants.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Given CERN’s extensive engagement in the domain of Open Science, we hope to extend our experiences, knowledge and tools to further accelerate the global adoption of Open Science policies and practices, and to support scientific communities beyond the discipline of high-energy physics to embrace this vision.

Accordingly, we advance the following general recommendations for UNESCO to adopt as it advocates for broader global adoption of Open Science.

1. Guide research practice with open policies. Transitioning research from traditional closed approaches necessitates a policy environment that both enables and incentivizes researchers to adopt open research practices.

2. Open Access Policies should be aligned with global approaches to support the systemic, large-scale transition to open.
   (a) As a matter of policy, ensure all funded research outputs are published Open Access with CC-BY licenses.
   (b) Reduce administrative burden/workflow barriers for authors during the submission process to facilitate seamless OA publishing as the default.
   (c) Ensure that all subscription arrangements with publishers moving forward are ‘transformational agreements’, transitioning from payment for reading to payment for publishing.
   (d) Explore cooperative models for Open Access which redirect subscription spending to support OA publishing. Enable opportunities for researchers to publish in top outlets without having to pay APCs.

3. Open Data is not enough. To ensure maximum scientific value is extracted from research data, releases should be accompanied with all necessary artifacts used to perform research, as tools and methods can inspire and enable other fields as much as the results themselves.
   (a) Analysis preservation mechanisms are critical to ensure that all analysis artifacts are duly recorded and preserved during all stages of the life of a study. These tools can be closed at first if necessary.
   (b) Providing for the revalidation, reinterpretation and reuse of data requires systems that enable access to all components of research data analyses (i.e. the original computing environment, experimental datasets, analysis software, and computational workflow steps).

4. The development and maintenance of robust Open Source Hardware and Software should become a cultural norm within major research organizations, requiring strategic investment and enabling policies that support and incentivize such norms.

5. The assessment of the value of research as well as the performance of scientists needs to be fair and transparent, with a focus on the specific impact of the research on the discipline and for wider society, requiring forms/metrics for evaluation. In particular, the performance of researchers needs to be decoupled from the perceived impact of the outlet where research results are published. New transparent mechanisms for research assessment should include not only direct relevance on other scholarly communication (e.g. through citations), but also future reuse of generated data, processes or workflows and the actual application of results where relevant.

The COVID-19 global health pandemic has brought into sharp focus both the inadequacies of traditional science, but also the embrace of Open Science practices as the most effective mechanism for addressing global crises. It is our firm belief that we are at an inflection point, where Open Science should go beyond an aspiration, to become the default standard for global research. This will not only equip the scientific community to better respond to current and future challenges, but will further accelerate the advancement of the research enterprise itself, making it more efficient, transparent, responsive and dynamic.

We commend UNESCO for the timeliness of their effort to develop an Open Science Recommendation, and offer to share the knowledge and experience of CERN in this domain to advance global efforts.
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